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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce a new data set consisting of user comments posted to the website of a German-language Austrian newspaper. Professional forum moderators have annotated 11,773 posts
according to seven categories they considered crucial for the efficient moderation of online discussions in the context of news
articles. In addition to this taxonomy and annotated posts, the data
set contains one million unlabeled posts. Our experimental results
using six methods establish a first baseline for predicting these categories. The data and our code are available for research purposes
from https://ofai.github.io/million-post-corpus.
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INTRODUCTION

Publicly available large-scale data sets are a valuable asset for the
research community, especially when they are annotated by human
domain experts. We have recently completed assembling a largescale data set consisting of one million user comments to news
articles posted to the forum of the website of Der Standard, a
large German-speaking newspaper. Professional forum moderators
working for the newspaper have defined several relevant categories
for the moderation of the online discussions and annotated 11,773
posts according to these categories.
While there are numerous data sets used for opinion mining
and sentiment analysis, publicly available large-scale data sets that
aim to capture other characteristics of user-generated content are
relatively rare, especially for non-English textual online content.
Examples of works that introduce different types of annotations
than sentiment are frequently oriented towards the detection of
abusive language. For example, Nobata et al. [10] describe a corpus
of 2 million and 1.2 million posts randomly sampled from comments
on Yahoo! Finance and News, and annotated by Yahoo! employees
for abusive language. The annotation of abusive content was also
the subject of the work presented by Waseem [14], where annotations of 6,909 tweets for hate speech were collected and compared.
Bretschneider and Peters [2] presented a data set of 6,000 German
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Facebook posts annotated for abusive language towards six target
groups (e.g., foreigners, politicians, the media).
In comparison to these prior works, the data set presented here
introduces a wider set of categories deemed as crucial for the effective moderation of online discussions in a large-scale newspaper
forum. These enable multifaceted analysis of online interactions
including the discussion between users or the effects of the editorial
staff and moderators’ actions on the individual and group states.
The presented data set also enables a range of practical applications,
serving as a base for the development of dedicated classifiers and
other tools supporting the effective moderation of real-world online
discussion fora. Furthermore, it allows the evaluation of methods
in information retrieval, natural language processing and related
fields [1, 12, 15].
In the remainder of this paper we describe the new data set
and report on the first results comparing state-of-the-art methods
commonly applied to text classification tasks. Both the presented
data set and code are available for research purposes.
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Der Standard is an Austrian daily broadsheet newspaper which
had a circulation of more than 390,000 in the year 2015.1 On the
newspaper’s website2 , there is a discussion section below each
news article where readers engage in online discussions. In 2015
alone, 7.6 million posts were authored by more than 52,000 distinct
users. One of the important goals for online communities is to
ensure a high quality in the discourse. To this end, the newspaper’s
community management department invests considerable effort in
moderation of the discussion fora, using both machine-learningbased tools and professional human forum moderators. In a current
effort to improve the moderation, the moderators have defined
seven relevant categories of posts (see Section 3 for details on the
categories). In multiple rounds of annotations, they have labeled
posts with respect to these categories, giving rise to classification
and retrieval tasks: finding individual posts that fulfill certain criteria
on one hand, and on the other hand finding entire fora (of which
each corresponds to a news article) that overall show the most
noticeable characteristics and need moderator attention.
In addition to the tasks described above, this real-world data set
can support other information retrieval tasks, e.g., related to interpost similarity, post-to-article similarity, user behavior patterns
etc. The data set is furthermore useful to other fields including
natural language processing, sentiment analysis and social network
analysis. As most of the available data sets and textual resources
are in English, the German data set presented here supports the
advancement of tools and models for German language, and can
also find its application as an additional benchmark data set in the
evaluation of language-independent methods.
1 According

to http://www.media-analyse.at/table/2612 (2017-04-13)

2 http://derstandard.at

Table 1: Annotations from all annotation rounds combined: Number of posts and percentages.
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282
3317
3599
8%

1301
4737
6038
22 %

1625
7711
9336
17 %

1022
2577
3599
28 %

DATA SET

Registered users can post comments below each news article on the
newspaper website. Posts consist of a headline (max. 250 characters)
and main body (max. 750 characters). The posts are publicly visible
and display the username and timestamp in addition to the headline
and body. Posts can be submitted as replies to earlier posts, giving
rise to tree-like discussion thread structures. Furthermore, each
post shows two counters, one for positive and one for negative
votes by other community members. All of this information is
included in the released corpus, with usernames anonymized to
new numeric IDs. Forum moderators and also editorial staff of
the newspaper participate in the discussions; the respective user
IDs are indicated as newspaper staff in the data. Furthermore, we
included the date of publication, headline, main body and topic of
the news articles. When user posts violate the website’s community
guidelines (e.g., vulgar language), they either never appear publicly
(pre-moderation) or they are taken offline at a later point in time
(post-moderation). Our data set also contains such posts.

3.1

Annotated Categories

The newspaper editors and moderators have defined several goals
for moderation. These goals define post categories of interest for
automatic classification. The categories can be grouped into desirable, neutral and undesirable content, as follows.
Potentially undesirable content:
Sentiment An important goal is to detect changes in the
prevalent sentiment in a discussion, e.g., the location within
the fora and the point in time where a turn from positive/neutral sentiment to negative sentiment takes place.
Off-Topic Posts which digress too far from the topic of the
corresponding article.
Inappropriate Swearwords, suggestive and obscene language,
insults, threats etc.
Discriminating Racist, sexist, misogynistic, homophobic,
antisemitic and other misanthropic content.
Neutral content that requires a reaction:
Feedback Sometimes users ask questions or give feedback
to the author of the article or the newspaper in general,
which may require a reply/reaction.
Potentially desirable content:
Personal Stories In certain fora, users are encouraged to
share their personal stories, experiences, anecdotes etc.
regarding the respective topic.
Arguments Used It is desirable for users to back their statements with rational argumentation, reasoning and sources.

Several of these categories are based on respective rules in the
community guidelines of the website.3 The sentiment category is
ternary (positive/neutral/negative), all other categories are binary
(yes/no).

3.2

Annotation Procedure

Four professional moderators participated in three rounds of annotations. The first round was meant as a dry-run for the annotation
procedure; the results are not part of the final data corpus. In this
round, three moderators annotated all 160 posts of a recent news
article in parallel. The results were then discussed in order to clarify
disagreements and to find a common definition of the categories.
The goals of the second annotation round were to determine the
category distributions, to assess the inter-annotator agreement, and
to obtain a first body of data. 1,000 posts were randomly selected
from a 12 month period. Each of the three moderators annotated
the 1,000 posts in parallel.
After discussing the results from the second annotation round,
a third round was carried out, with the main goal of increasing
the number of minority class samples. Therefore, posts were not
selected randomly for the third annotation round, but in a way
to increase the expected number of posts belonging to one of the
categories, following three strategies:
Firstly, based on the available decision for each post whether it
went online or was filtered out during pre-moderation, 10 news
articles (2,599 posts) were selected for which the percentage of
filtered-out posts was high, with the expectation of finding an
increased number of posts from the following categories: negative
sentiment, inappropriate, discriminating and off-topic.
Secondly, 13 discussions (5,737 posts) were selected from a special
“share your thoughts” section of the forum, with the expectation of
finding many posts that belong to the personal stories category.
Thirdly, 2,439 posts were selected for annotation that were either
replied to by a newspaper staff member, or that were classified as
feedback using a classifier trained on the data available so far, with
the expectation of finding posts belonging to the feedback category.
Posts selected for annotation based on the first strategy were
annotated considering all categories, the other posts were annotated
considering the respective category of interest only. To maximize
the amount of labeled data given the limited resources, the three
annotators did not work in parallel in this round, but each of them
got different posts to annotate.
Taking the majority vote per category for the posts from the second round and combining the result with the data from round three,
there are 3,599 posts with annotations regarding all categories, an
additional 5,737 posts with a decision regarding the personal stories
3 http://derstandard.at/2934632/Forenregeln-Community-Richtlinien
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Table 2: Statistics of the data set.

Majority

B:C

Average

0.6

0.4

0.2

Total number of posts
1,011,773
Number of unlabeled posts
1,000,000
Number of labeled posts
11,773
Number of category annotation decisions
58,568
Number of posts taken offline by moderators
62,320
Min/Median/Max post length (words)
0 / 21 / 500
Vocabulary size (≥ 5 occurrences)
129,070
Number of articles
12,087
Number of article topics
1,229
Number of users
31,413
Min/Median/Max number of posts per article
1 / 22 / 3,656
Min/Median/Max number of posts per topic
1 / 142 / 44,329
Min/Median/Max number of posts per user
1 / 5 / 4,682
Min/Median/Max number of users per article
1 / 15 / 1,371
Min/Median/Max number of users per topic
1 / 78 / 6,874
Number of pos./neg. community votes
3,824,806 / 1,096,300
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Figure 1: Results from the second annotation round (1,000
randomly selected posts). Category distribution (top) and
inter-annotator agreement (bottom). Neutral sentiment category omitted.
category, and an additional 2,439 posts with a decision regarding
the feedback category. The final distributions are given in Table 1.
Counting every decision made by a moderator separately, the data
set contains 58,568 expert judgments.
Considering only the 1,000 randomly selected posts of the second annotation round, we can estimate the distributions of the
categories. Furthermore, we can compare the numbers of the three
annotators, and compute Cohen’s Kappa values to quantify the
inter-annotator agreement. Figure 1 illustrates these points: we see
that there are large differences in occurrence frequency between
the categories, but these differences are generally quite consistent
across the three annotators. The kappa values lie between 0.3 and
0.6, which qualifies as fair to moderate according to the guidelines
by Landis and Koch [7]. Given the high complexity of the categories,
we consider these inter-rater agreement values satisfactory.

3.3

Unlabeled Posts

Our data set contains one million unlabeled posts in addition to the
11,773 annotated by professional moderators. They facilitate the
training of background models (e.g., word2vec [9] or doc2vec [8])
and semi-supervised modeling approaches [4]. Furthermore, they
may be useful for additional tasks or analyses we have not considered so far.
For annotated posts that were individually selected for annotation, we want to include the context in the data set. Therefore,
we include the other posts of the same discussion thread, which
amounts to 38,747 unlabeled posts. For the remaining 961,253 to
reach one million, entire fora were selected randomly for inclusion.
To conclude this section on the data set, Table 2 presents relevant
numbers for the final corpus. Additional statistics will be available
on the corpus website.
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EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we discuss our experiments with the new data set.
We evaluate different methods for predicting the category labels,
using two types of approaches: relying on the labeled data only,
and also using the unlabeled posts.

4.1

Methods Using Labeled Data Only

A typical baseline approach for this type of problem is to use a
Bag Of Words (BOW) representation and a linear support vector
machine [5] for classification.
The probabilistic method of Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)
is another classic choice for text categorization. Wang and Manning [13] showed in 2012 that BOW and MNB were still competitive
classifiers for this kind of task. Furthermore, they proposed a new
variant of using naive Bayes log-count ratios as features for a support vector machine, a combination of the two methods that we
also include (NBSVM).

4.2

Methods Using Labeled and Unlabeled Data

In an attempt to both reduce the representation dimensionality
and to make use of the large number of unlabeled posts, we have
computed a word2vec embedding [9] on the unlabeled posts. As
an intermediate step, this results in an embedding of the 129,070
distinct words from the large corpus in a 300-dimensional space,
where semantically similar words should end up as close lying
points. Next we cluster the points in this space into 1,000 clusters
using the K-means algorithm. Finally, we replace each word in
the labeled posts with the ID of the cluster the word belongs to,
and compute a bag of cluster ID (BOCID) representation for all
labeled posts, similar to [3, 11]. Finally we train a support vector
machine on this representation. This way, the dimensionality of
the representation is reduced from 129,070 (BOW) down to 1,000
(BOCID).
With similar motivation, we have trained a doc2vec (D2V) document embedding [8] on the unlabeled posts. This results in a
mapping function that allows us to compute 300-dimensional realvalued representations for entire documents (i.e., posts). Then, this

Table 3: Classification results: precision, recall and F 1 -scores
per method and category. Best value per row in bold.
Category Meas. BOW

MNB

NBSVM

BOCID

D2V

LSTM

Prec.
Negative Rec.
F1 .

0.5521
0.5109
0.5307

0.5637
0.4867
0.5224

0.5660
0.4512
0.5021

0.5345
0.5452
0.5398

0.5842
0.5624
0.5731

0.5349
0.7197
0.6137

Prec.
Rec.
F1 .

0.1000
0.0698
0.0822

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.2353
0.0930
0.1333

0.0662
0.2093
0.1006

0.0397
0.4651
0.0731

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Prec.
OffTopic Rec.
F1 .

0.2754
0.2379
0.2553

0.6190
0.0224
0.0433

0.3969
0.1328
0.1990

0.2252
0.5121
0.3128

0.2065
0.6241
0.3103

0.2742
0.2638
0.2689

Inappr

Prec.
Rec.
F1 .

0.1627
0.1122
0.1328

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.1765
0.0495
0.0773

0.1516
0.3993
0.2198

0.1340
0.5776
0.2175

0.1964
0.1089
0.1401

Discrim

Prec.
Rec.
F1 .

0.1847
0.1028
0.1321

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.2683
0.0780
0.1209

0.1301
0.2943
0.1804

0.1111
0.3936
0.1733

0.1136
0.1418
0.1262

Feedb

Prec.
Rec.
F1 .

0.6554
0.5803
0.6156

0.7465
0.4074
0.5271

0.7356
0.5219
0.6106

0.5094
0.6879
0.5853

0.5240
0.7056
0.6014

0.6307
0.6287
0.6297

Prec.
Personal Rec.
F1 .

0.6981
0.5920
0.6407

0.5491
0.4578
0.4993

0.6916
0.4788
0.5658

0.5762
0.7120
0.6369

0.6247
0.8123
0.7063

0.6380
0.6658
0.6516

Argum

Prec.
Rec.
F1 .

0.6105
0.5215
0.5625

0.5086
0.3170
0.3906

0.6064
0.4628
0.5250

0.5642
0.6106
0.5865

0.5657
0.6614
0.6098

0.5685
0.6458
0.6047

Wins

Prec.
Rec.
F1

2
0
0

2
0
0

2
0
1

0
0
3

1
7
2

1
1
2

Positive

mapping function is applied to the labeled posts and a support
vector machine is trained on this data.
Finally, we evaluate a neural network architecture using a Long
Short-Term memory (LSTM) layer [6]. We use a pre-trained embedding layer with the results of the word embedding on the unlabeled
posts. Next we use an LSTM layer with 128 units, followed by a fully
connected layer and a softmax layer to predict the applicability of
the category in question.

4.3

Results

To compare the methods and provide a baseline for our data set,
we have carried out a stratified 10-fold cross validation experiment
using the six methods described above. We report classification
results using precision, recall and F 1 -score on the minority class
as performance measures. Table 3 shows the values per category
and method. We see that overall, the methods using both labeled
and unlabeled data (BOCID, D2V and LSTM) achieve higher values
for recall and also F 1 . The weakly represented category positive
sentiment is the only category where the best method (considering
F 1 ) uses labeled data only. D2V is the best method overall, especially
if we consider recall more important than precision. As expected,
the number of minority class instances has a significant influence
on the classification accuracy (compare Table 1).

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new data set consisting of user comments
posted to the website of Der Standard, an Austrian newspaper.
11,773 posts have been annotated by professional forum moderators according to seven categories relevant for the moderation of
online discussions. The data set furthermore includes one million
unlabeled posts. In addition to the textual content of the post and
the annotations, the data set includes several other aspects like
metadata (user ID, timestamp, thread structure, news article) and
community reactions (negative/positive votes per post). Regarding
the categories, we evaluated six methods to predict the applicability of each category given the post text. Methods using both
labeled and unlabeled data outperform methods using labeled data
only. Despite moderate inter-annotator agreement, we achieved
satisfactory results which can serve as a baseline.
Future work will include additional annotations as well as benchmarking semi-supervised methods and additional neural network
architectures on this data set.
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